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Constitutional reform in Bolivia
On 21 February 2016, the Plurinational State of Bolivia will hold a popular referendum on
constitutional reform to decide whether to authorise a second consecutive presidential re-election.
If this reform is approved, President Evo Morales, who recently started his third consecutive term in
office – the second since the approval of the 2009 Constitution – will be able to run again in 2019
and thus potentially stay in power until 2025. Morales and his MAS party justify the reform as one
that would enable him to fulfil his 'patriotic agenda', but the opposition fears that this could lead to
the perpetuation of his power. Though Morales expects to win, recent polls show that the outcome
is far from clear, with some showing 'yes', and some 'no', poised to win by a narrow margin.

Background
In December 2005, the victory of Evo Morales Ayma in the presidential elections, and of his Movement
toward Socialism (MAS) party in the legislative elections, put an end to decades of unstable centre and
centre-right governments in Bolivia and ushered in a period of left-wing rule and unprecedented stability.
Morales became the country's first-ever leader originating from the indigenous majority. In 2006, he called
elections for a Constitutional Assembly, and a new constitution was approved in a referendum in January
2009. Since then, he and his party have won two more elections, in 2009 and in 2014, and currently enjoy a
comfortable two-thirds majority in the Plurinational Legislative Assembly. He is currently the longest-serving
president in Latin America and that with the longest continuous presidential tenure in Bolivia.

Presidential elections in the 2009 Constitution
Article 168 of the 2009 Bolivian Constitution currently in force allows presidents to stay a maximum of two
consecutive five-year terms in office. A First Transitory Provision was agreed with the opposition and
included in the Constitution, stipulating that 'the mandates prior to the time this Constitution enters into
force shall be taken into account for purposes of computing the new terms of office'. This provision
translated into Article 25 of the new Transitory Electoral Regime Law. As the 2014 elections approached and
President Morales sought another re-election, a new Normative Application Law proposal – whose
Article 4.II re-interpreted the First Transitory Provision as excluding pre-constitutional terms of office – was
submitted to the Assembly in 2013 and challenged by the opposition before the Plurinational Constitutional
Court (TCP). A Constitutional Court ruling validated the proposal, as it considered that the presidential term
before 2009 did not count for constitutional purposes. Ultimately, the Law was adopted on 20 May 2013,
thus clearing the way for Morales' re-election in 2014. Some experts claimed that this procedure was an
illegitimate 'mutation' of the Constitution.

The current reform: allowing a second re-election
In September 2015, labour organisation Bolivia Workers Central (COB) and social movements' alliance
National Coordination for Change (Conalcam) presented a proposal to modify the Constitution so as to allow
a second consecutive presidential re-election (third consecutive election). President Morales welcomed the
initiative, saying that he felt like a 'slave of the people' and that he was not pushing to get re-elected, but
aspiring to fulfil his patriotic ‘agenda’. In September 2015, Bolivia's Legislative Assembly approved a Law on a
Partial Reform of the Constitution (by a two-thirds majority) that would authorise Morales to run again for
President in 2019; its final disposition states that the Law shall only be enacted if approved in a referendum
held in accordance with Article 411 of the Constitution. A popular referendum will be held on 21 February
2016 to approve or reject this constitutional amendment.
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Pros and cons of presidential re-election
Re-election critics argue that this prospect risks bringing about a 'democratic dictatorship' by reinforcing the
personal and hegemonic leadership inherent to Latin American presidential regimes, where the President
accumulates a lot of power as both Head of State and Head of Government; they claim that presidential
re-election infringes upon the republican principle of alternation in political power. On the contrary, those in
favour of re-election think that it is more democratic, as it increases citizens' freedom of choice and the
president's direct accountability by rewarding the administration for its good work. Finally, other analysts
also favour re-election, but on the condition that presidential power is limited.
Outlook
Although President Morales is still very popular after ten years in power, and despite him obtaining 61% of
the votes in the 2014 presidential election (down from 64% in 2009), he suffered some electoral setbacks in
2015. These involved the loss of the governorships of La Paz, Tarija and Beni departments, and control of
major cities like Cochabamba and El Alto in regional and local elections, as well as in referenda to increase
the autonomy of five of the country's nine regions. Morales has declared that he expects to win the
constitutional referendum by more than 70%, but two recent opinion polls raise doubts over an easy victory
for the 'yes' vote. In an Ipsos poll, the 'no' vote leads by 44% to 36%, while a Mori poll gives the advantage to
the 'yes' vote by a narrow margin of 41% to 37%. Some analysts think that a 'yes' victory would guarantee
Morales' leadership until the 2019 elections and beyond; however, if 'no' wins, competition for his
succession within MAS might start right away. In any case, his succession may prove difficult, as there is no
obvious candidate.

A Latin American re-election trend?
In the 1980s, when democracy became widespread in the region, most Latin American countries did not
allow consecutive re-election, mainly for fear that this could give rise to new authoritarian regimes. It was
not until the mid-1990s that Alberto Fujimori in Peru (1993) and Carlos Menem in Argentina (1994) started
to reverse the trend. In the past decade, Hugo Chávez in Venezuela led a second wave of reforms aimed at
allowing indefinite consecutive re-election (achieved in 2009), followed by Daniel Ortega in Nicaragua in
2014. In 2015 the Dominican Republic and Honduras re-established the possibility of immediate re-election.
Currently only Guatemala, Paraguay and Mexico do not allow any form of re-election.

Bolivia and the EU
EU-Bolivia relations are conducted bilaterally, and in the framework of regional cooperation with the Andean
Community. They are governed by the 1993 regional Framework Cooperation Agreement; a Political
Dialogue and Cooperation Agreement was signed in 2003, but has not yet been ratified by all parties. Bolivia
enjoys privileged market access to the EU through the Generalised Scheme of Preferences Plus. In 2011, an
informal annual High-Level Dialogue was launched, comprising political discussions. One of the EU's priorities
in Bolivia is 'to accompany the political process of democratisation'. To achieve this, the EU has supported
Bolivian democracy through election observation and assistance, and accompanied the national dialogue
that led to the 2009 Constitution. The EU has sent three election-observation missions (EOMs) to Bolivia
between 2006 and 2009, and an elections expert mission (EEM) for the 2014 legislative elections. The
Instrument for Stability (IfS) has partly contributed to this support. In 2010 Bolivia was chosen as the only
Latin American 'pilot country for democracy', and as a case study in the framework of the 2009 'Council
Conclusions on Democracy Support' and its Agenda for Action. It is the largest recipient of EU bilateral
development cooperation in Latin America. It is expected soon to become a full member of Mercosur.

Contacts between the European Parliament and Bolivia mainly take place in the framework of the Euro-Latin
American Parliamentary Assembly (EuroLat) and the EP Delegation for relations with the Andean Community. On
21 November 2013, the European Parliament adopted a resolution on fair justice in Bolivia.
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